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nourish your heart,
brain, and body
Start Your Health Evolution Today!
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the most efficient omega-3 on the planet
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why is iwi life algae better?
• iwi life's Omega-3s provide 1.7X the absorption of fish, krill, and other algae oils
• Our algae are grown outside with the power of the sun and using salt water
• Our algae are sustainably grown in the USA. Check our farms here
• Fish get their Omega-3 from algae: leave fish in the ocean and get true Omega-3 from algae


 Sustainable
 Vegan
 Non-GMO
 Algae Grown in the USA
 Science-based


learn more








Contains Omega-3 DHA + EPA
Highest Absorption from AlmegaPL®️
Krill and Fish Free
Ocean Friendly
Plant Based + Vegan
Contains Chlorophyll









Krill Oil









Fish Oil









Plant oils*










*Plant sources such as flax, hemp, chia, and ahiflower contain a short-chain precursor to true Omega-3 called ALA. They do not provide true DHA and EPA like algae does.
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Brain
Get brighter brain energy from nourishing fats and key vitamins in this clever blend.
Regular price From $29.99
Regular priceSale price From $23.99 $29.99
Unit price  /  per  



Sale






	
 

Vegikrill

New


Vegikrill
All the benefits of krill oil with zero harm to the environment.
Regular price From $22.99
Regular priceSale price From $18.39 $22.99
Unit price  /  per  



Sale
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Omega-3
The most powerful Omega-3 on the planet. Also the best Omega-3 for the planet.
Regular price From $34.00
Regular priceSale price From $27.20 $34.00
Unit price  /  per  



Sale






	
 

Omega-3 Sport

New


Omega-3 Sport
A higher DHA blend to support post-exercise muscle recovery.
Regular price From $22.99
Regular priceSale price From $18.39 $22.99
Unit price  /  per  



Sale
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Heart
Nourish your heart with clinically studied AlmegaPL® EPA for supporting healthy heart and cardiovascular function.*
Regular price From $42.00
Regular priceSale price From $33.60 $42.00
Unit price  /  per  



Sale
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New


Omega-3 Essential
Essential fatty acids to nourish you every day.
Regular price From $17.99
Regular priceSale price From $14.39 $17.99
Unit price  /  per  
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find your perfect fit


Happiness guarantee
·
Subscribe and save up to 30% on all products
·
Free Shipping over $50
·
Happiness guarantee
·
Subscribe and save up to 30% on all products
·
Free Shipping over $50
·
Happiness guarantee
·
Subscribe and save up to 30% on all products
·
Free Shipping over $50
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for you, and the planet

Better nutrition iwi life products provide the world’s most bioavailable omega-3s, complete with -6, -7, -9, and chlorophyll to boot. No other omega-3 provides so much nourishment.


More effective Published research shows that the unique polar lipid form that iwi life’s algae provides actually gets into your bloodstream better than Omega-3s from fish or krill. Get more out of your supplement routine!


Sustainably farmed Take unfarmable land in the desert, saltwater from underground aquifers, and sunshine, and guess what loves to grow? Algae. Add a paddle wheel or two to move the water and gravity filtration and you’ve got a sustainable farming operation.
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	Erika O.
    

Fantastic Plant Based Multivitamin!
Recommended to me by a friend and absolutely loving the quality of this product… Plant-based, sustainable, farmed in the US, charitable... and keeps me healthy? Absolutely happy with iwi life!

Shop





	Josh F.
    

Nothing not to love
I've been taking this supplement for about a year now. I'm vegan and generally eat a healthy diet, but it's nice knowing that iwi's got all my bases covered… iwi life's DHA-rich algae-based Omega-3s makes it hard for other brands to compete.

Shop





	Rachel
    

Great plant-based prenatal
As a pharmacist, I was really focused on the ingredients and total daily values of each nutrient within a prenatal. It doesn’t upset my stomach or have any fishy taste. Couldn’t ask for a better formula.

Shop Prenatal





	Kenzie F.
    

Omegas for life!
Love this supplement! So easy to take and it’s only one pill. It goes down smoothly! Easy on the tummy and no burps!

Shop Omega-3





	Maria S.
    

Awesome
I feel different since I started taking these capsules, more alert. I have recommended them already. Thank you.

Shop Brain





	Rhonda H.
    

No Aftertaste!
I can say there is no aftertaste, no "burps" and no side effects whatsoever! I'm very sensitive to medications and supplements, so this is a huge plus for me!!

Shop
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See All Reviews

join the iwi life community at @myiwilife
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Join the iwi community and get 35% back
Subscribe to our newsletter to receive exclusive offers, including 35% back on your first order!



  sign up

Facebook  Instagram  Linkedin 
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Contact us
	4900 Woodway Dr., Suite 1220
	Houston, Tx 77056
	 info@iwilife.com
	 +1.855.494.5433
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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